Route 424 Eastern Ave & Essex St - Wonderland Station
Route 450/450W Salem Depot - Wonderland or Haymarket Station
Route 456 Salem Depot - Central Square, Lynn

Effective September 1, 2019

Serving
- Central Square, Lynn
- Salem Hospital
- North Shore Children’s Hospital
- Bell Circle
- Eastern Avenue
- Essex Street
- Green Line
- Orange Line
### Route 424

#### Eastern Avenue & Essex St - Wonderland

**Route 450/W**

- **Salem Depot - Haymarket or Wonderland**
- **Salem Depot - Central Square, Lynn**

#### Route 450 Fares

- **Local**
  - Local bus fare applies if your trip does not cross the T or the MBTA train. Visit the T or MBTA websites for trip information.

### Route 424/450/456 Fares

- **Local**
  - Local bus fare applies if your trip does not cross the T or the MBTA train. Visit the T or MBTA websites for trip information.

---

**All buses are accessible to persons with disabilities.**

All Route 450 trips travel via the Callahan/Summer Tunnel.